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Foreword
Welcome to our annual global survey on Extended Enterprise Risk Management
(EERM). We started this survey four years ago to share experiences, opportunities
and challenges as organisations take their journeys toward EERM maturity; where
the approach to third-party risk management is integrated and consistent across
the organisation and led from the top1.
I am proud to say that this year we attracted our largest number
of respondents yet – 1,0552 from 19 countries around the world3.
This reflects an increasingly high interest and leadership focus on
third-party risk management.
Our survey took place between November 2018 and January 2019
and the sentiment of this period is reflected in the results. Signs
of a slowdown in global economic growth were beginning to
emerge, together with an atmosphere of greater organisational
uncertainty. The survey reveals how organisations are recognising
this change by making greater efficiencies.
This year’s key findings are:
• The desire to reduce costs has become the biggest driver for
investing in EERM maturity, followed by reduction in third-party
incidents, regulatory and internal scrutiny.
• Chronic underinvestment is making it hard for organisations to
achieve their desired EERM maturity levels and more
fundamentally, hindered many organisations from doing basic
core tasks well. Not being “brilliant at the basics” means
the full benefits from cutting-edge initiatives and solutions can’t
be realised.

• The pursuit of efficiency is driving organisations to embrace a
number of solutions. These include federated structures
– where central senior leadership, organisational units and
country teams share responsibility; emerging technologies;
shared assessments and utilities; and managed services
delivery models. Organisations are also standardising and
simplifying enabling technologies.
• Boards and executive management continue to take a deep
interest in third-party risk management and want to provide
more coordinated and responsive input. This is reflected in
their investment in actionable intelligence and desire to pool
and analyse information on all risks and across the whole
organisation.

Kristian Park
EMEA Leader, Extended Enterprise Risk Management
Global Leader, Third-party Risk Management
Global Risk Advisory

• A new insight is that organisations are increasingly aware that if
they are going to improve EERM, they need to spend enough
money to recruit experienced and therefore expensive, EERM
leadership.
I hope the wealth of information in this report will further
enhance your understanding of prominent EERM trends and
developments as you navigate your organisation on its EERM
journey.
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Robust EERM governance is imperative to an organisation’s success
Organisations are trying to improve the management of thirdparty risk by investing in talent, cutting-edge technologies and
robust operating models. Dramatic shifts in the marketplace and
push for efficiencies are contributing to an ever-increasing focus
on EERM.

Our prediction around the growth of a tiered way forward for
standardised technology investments in EERM has turned out
to be true. Organisations prefer to streamline and simplify
third-party risk management technology across diverse
operating units.

With a staggering 83 percent of organisations experiencing
a third-party incident in the past three years and only a negligible
1 percent considering themselves “optimised” to address all
important EERM issues, it evidently reflects underinvestment in
the EERM space.

We believe the severity of consequences of negative actions
by third parties to an organisation’s reputation, earnings and
shareholder value will continue to increase, and this will drive
organisations to invest in improving their EERM processes
and frameworks.

While 20 percent of respondents claim they are addressing
most of the EERM elements, and 50 percent put themselves in
the “managed” category, our findings, however, show that these
are piecemeal investments focused more on targeted tactical
improvements rather than strategic long-term solutions.

A clear line of EERM governance is imperative to the overall
success of the organisation. Senior leadership can play a crucial
role in creating an accountable EERM organisation that is set up
to mitigate third-party risks, improve compliance and avert
reputation damage and regulatory missteps.

Our 2019 survey reveals that boards are championing an insideout approach to EERM, which includes better engagement,
coordination and smarter use of data. Leaders are also aspiring
for greater innovation. This year we’ve seen the emergence of
more succinct and real-time actionable intelligence, generated
online, for boardroom reporting on third-party risks.

Our Risk Advisory professionals across the globe can help you
understand more about this survey and how the findings relate
to distinctive opportunities for your organisation.

More sustainable operating models for third-party risk
management are being embraced – these are characterised by
federated structures that are supported by centers of excellence
and shared service centers, emerging technologies, shared
assessments and managed services models and a move toward
co-ownership of budget.
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To learn more, please visit us at www.deloitte.com/risk

Donna Glass
Managing Partner, Deloitte Advisory US
Business Leader, Deloitte Global Risk Advisory
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There is renewed
focus on maturing
EERM practices within
most organisations.
This appears to be
driven by a recognition
of underinvestment
in EERM, coupled with
mistrust of the wider
uncertain economic
environment.

1
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Subcontractor
and affiliate risk
Organisations have
poor oversight of the
risks posed by third
parties‘ subcontractors
and affiliates.

5

Technology
Organisations are
streamlining and simplifying
EERM technology
across diverse
operating units.

2019
key findings

Operating
model
Federated structures
are the most dominant
operating model for
EERM, underpinned by
centers of excellence
and shared services.

4

Economic
and operating
environment
Economic uncertainty
continues to drive
a focus on cost
reduction and talent
investment in EERM.

Investment
Piecemeal investment
has impaired EERM
maturity, neglected certain
risks, and adversely affected
core basic tasks.

2

Leadership
Boards and
senior executives
are championing an
inside-out approach to
EERM, which includes
better engagement,
coordination, and
smarter use
of data.

3
5
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Economic and operating environment

Executives responded to the survey between November 2018
and January 2019, a time of economic uncertainty that has
made its mark on the outlook for businesses.

Organisations have clear motives for investing in EERM:
Cost reduction remains top. It was cited by 62
percent of respondents, up from 48 percent
last year.

This uncertain economic and business outlook affects EERM by forcing organisations to:
•• Challenge EERM budgets and investments;
•• Increase operational efficiency to reduce costs; and
•• Rethink their strategy for what to engage third parties for.

48%

62%

Value preservation comes second: “reduction
in number of third-party related incidents”
was chosen by 50 percent of respondents, up
from 43 percent last year.

43%

50%

There is also increased scrutiny from two directions:
•• Externally. Regulators globally expect organisations to have established third-party risk
management frameworks and have progressed on their journey.
•• Internally. More progressive organisations have set up internal compliance mechanisms
mirroring the scrutiny applied by regulators.

2018

2019

Organisations are more worried about
regulatory scrutiny than last year:
49 percent cite it, up from 43 percent.

6

43%

49%

2018

2019

2018

2019

Organisations are motivated even more by
internal compliance requirements than
before. This was given as a reason by
45 percent, up from 41 percent.

41%

45%

2018

2019
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Third-party incidents continue to cause disruption
with varying impact:
83 percent
of organisations experienced
a third-party incident in the
past three years.

83%

What is damaging confidence in an organisation’s EERM?
A lack of a
coordinated and
consistent EERM
approach across
organisations
was cited by
53 percent
of organisations.

53%

Followed by fears
about processes,
technology, and realtime management
information
for EERM, at
49 percent.

49%

Respondents feel an urgent need to be coordinated and consistent in EERM across their
organisation and improve processes, technologies and real-time management information
across all significant risks.
An interesting new insight is that leadership realises that, despite budget pressures, EERM
ambition requires talent investment: spending money now to save money later. This is
largely about recruiting expertise. The survey identifies different orders of priority:

11%

•• Recruiting more experienced and expensive EERM leaders to coordinate initiatives is higher.

Of these:
11 percent experienced
a severe impact on
customer service, financial
position, reputation or
regulatory compliance.

35%

•• Recruiting for junior EERM skills is lower. This is probably due to the rise and availability of
third-party services and utility models. Only 30 percent cited this as a priority this year.

30%

35 percent experienced
a moderate impact on
customer service, financial
position, reputation or
regulatory compliance.
7
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Investment

Most organisations believe
they are underinvesting
in EERM:

Annual operating expenditure
on EERM varies significantly
between organisations:

Fewer than three in 10 think that their
capital expenditure on EERM is the ideal
amount or more.

Annual operating expenditure on EERM
activity has varied significantly, depending
on industry, management, EERM delivery
models and so on.
50 percent spend more than US$1 million5
(approximately R14.8 million).

Fewer than three in 10 think they are
spending the ideal amount or more on
EERM staff and other operating costs.

50%

Piecemeal investment has
impaired EERM maturity:

Investment is skewed
toward certain risk domains:

We have tracked organisational investments
in EERM maturity over the last four years.
This longitudinal study shows that many
organisations have made limited piecemeal
investments focused on targeted tactical
improvements, rather than investing more
strategically in longer-term solutions.

Annual investments have typically focused
on the largest regulatory issues of the year.
For example, information security, data
privacy, cyber risk and financial crime in
2018 and 2019. Organisations most
commonly allocate EERM budget to:

Only 1 percent of organisations consider
themselves “optimised”, addressing all
important EERM issues.

Information security 68%
Data privacy 62%

Another 20 percent say they are “integrated:
they are not best in class, but have addressed
most EERM elements.

Cyber risk 58%

51 percent put themselves in the “managed”
category: they have considered all important
elements, but see room for improvement.
22 percent consider themselves “defined”, some
elements are addressed but with limited effort.

Optimised

22%

Integrated

6%

Managed

The top 11 percent spend more than US
$10 million (approximately R148 million)
each and employ more than 100 FTE staff.

Initial

11%

6 percent say they are “initial”, none or very few
of elements addressed.

51%

20%

1%

See figure 2.5 for Deloitte’s EERM maturity model.
8

Regulatory
non-compliance 57%

Financial crime 54%
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This piecemeal approach has neglected certain areas of risk:
Organisations are failing to review
critical areas annually:
Almost half of
organisations do not
review concentration risk
every year. This tends to
be reviewed reactively via
reporting as opposed to
proactively as part
of the EERM process.

Organisations are underinvesting in
certain areas:

Underinvestment in EERM has weakened the ability to be
“brilliant at the basics”:

Only:
18 percent invest
in labor rights

More than
60 percent
of organisations
do not review exit
plans for critical
third parties
every year.

12 percent in
concentration risk

50%

43%

41%

50 percent of
organisations do not
understand the nature
of individual thirdparty relationships.

43 percent lack
enough knowledge
of contract terms.

41 percent do not monitor
third parties based on their
risk profile.

This limits the benefits from more cutting-edge solutions and hampers attempts to ensure
risk management efforts are proportionate to the risk.

12 percent in
geopolitical risk

9
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Leadership

Boards and senior executives are ultimately accountable for
EERM in the vast majority of cases as organisations
continue to recognise third-party risk management as an
integral part of strategy setting.
Responsibility
rests most
commonly with
the chief risk
officer –
in 24 percent
of cases.

24%

Board members are
responsible in 19 percent
of organisations.

19%

The CEO is
responsible
in 17 percent of
organisations.

17%

Leaders are raising the bar through emerging technologies:
Last year’s survey identified that senior leadership were favoring red-amber-green (RAG)
dashboards to inform their discussions at board and executive committee meetings. At that time,
most organisations used static RAG reports, analysing related third-party data periodically.
The latest survey, however, shows that senior leaders are moving from using periodically
generated data to more succinct and real-time actionable intelligence, generated online.
New risk intelligence tools are assimilating, aggregating and examining real-time automated
information on all risks across an entire organisation. The tools provide alerts, trend analysis,
enable scenario analysis and use emerging technologies such as the cloud, robotics process
automation and artificial intelligence.
This is happening at a time when regulators are starting to encourage innovation in risk
management and oversight.

56 percent of organisations
are using or intend to use
cloud-based platforms
for EERM.

56%
10

45 percent are using or
intend to use robotics
process automation.

45%

36 percent are using or
intend to use visualisation
techniques to create
actionable intelligence.

36%
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Boards are now championing an inside-out approach to EERM in addition to the historical outside-in approach. This starts with better engagement and coordination within the
business, encompassing organisational units, geographies, risk domains and subject matter experts.

Many organisations admit to poor engagement and
coordination among their internal EERM stakeholders…

35%
35 percent
say the level of
engagement and
coordination is low,
insignificant, or
unknown.

… but they want to make it better:
Two in three
organisations list better
in-house engagement and
coordination as a priority
action item in EERM.

37%
16%

37 percent make it
the top priority.

Only 16 percent
of organisations
believe it is high.

11
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Operating models

Federated structures are becoming the most dominant
operating model for EERM. The majority of respondents
said their organisation has now adopted this model, where
strong central oversight is combined with accountability
held by organisational units or leaders in different
countries, reinforced by a combination of central policies,
standards, services and technologies.
69 percent say they are adopting a
federated model.

69%

53 percent of organisations use centers of
excellence and a further 21 percent intend to
create them.

38 percent have shared service centers,
and a further 20 percent aspire to
establish them.

Only 11 percent of organisations are highly
centralised, down from 17 percent last year.

11%

Federated structures are often:
•• Underpinned by a center of excellence or shared services capability
•• Increasingly supported by a managed service (which reduces both headcount and capital
spending), emerging technologies and shared assessments and utilities.
12

Organisations increasingly use centers of excellence and
shared service centers:

53%

21%

38%

20%
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Managed services are an emerging trend:

The growing use of
technology, managed
services and utility models
will drastically reduce capital
spending (capex):

18 percent of organisations use an external managed services provider with
staff on the premises. A further 13 percent intend to.

18%

73%
24%

13%

18%
18 percent of respondents use managed
services to acquire risk intelligence,
another 21 percent plan to.

11%

24%

73 percent of organisations think cumulative
capital costs should not exceed their annual
operating cost, once these next-generation
solutions are adopted.

21%

A further 24 percent believe they should
come down to two or three times annual
operating costs.

14%

This is a sharp decline from respondents’
estimate last year that cumulative EERM
capex is typically three to five times annual
operating cost.

11 percent use managed services solutions
that deploy EERM as a service, another
14 percent plan to.

The remaining 3 percent believe that this will
still remain more than three times annual
operating costs.

Co-ownership of budget is
another new trend:
Ultimate budget control is retained by
organisational leaders and other central first-line
functions such as procurement. More than half
(51 percent) of organisations said it was retained
by the CEO/executive leadership/board (24
percent) and procurement (27 percent)
But it is increasingly being co-owned by
organisational units (29 percent) and geography
leadership (4 percent). These areas have a say
over EERM budgets specific to their fields.
This approach is enabling organisations to be
agile and consistent.

24%

4%
29%

27%
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Technology

Last year we predicted that organisations will begin to
take EERM technology decisions centrally and we
highlighted the emergence of a standard three-tiered
technology architecture. This year’s survey shows that
both of these stand true and that within the three-tiered
technology architecture, organisations are increasingly
streamlining and simplifying specific technology solutions
for EERM.

The evolving tiered architecture for EERM tools and technologies

Tier three
Tier two
Tier one
Three-tiered technology architecture comprises:
Tier one: Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) or procurement platforms that establish a common
foundation and operational discipline for EERM.
Supported by:
Tier two: Either EERM-specific risk management packages tailored to an organisation’s third-party
management requirements, or generic governance, risk management and compliance (GRC), or
controls management platforms that include EERM capability; and
Tier three: Niche packages for specific EERM processes or risks providing feeds from specialised
risk domains such as financial viability, financial crime, contract management and cyber threats.

14
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Tier one

Tier two

Tier three

The majority of respondents (59 percent) adopt an ERP or
procurement platform as a foundation system for EERM.

An even greater majority (75 percent)
adopt risk management solutions for EERM.

Organisations are increasingly using niche
packages for specific EERM processes or risks
with feeds from specialised risk domains.

There is debate about the choice between:

This includes:
• Financial viability (30 percent),

•• EERM specific packages. Currently 18 percent
of organisations use these; and

• Financial crime (28 percent),

•• Generic integrated risk management solutions tailored for EERM use.
Currently 57 percent of organisations use these.
While integrated risk management solutions are more prevalent across
respondent organisations, this does not necessarily mean they are the preferred
solution. Commentary from respondents suggests that some organisations may
choose to use these generic risk management platforms because they already
exist in their organisations and can most easily and cost effectively be leveraged to
support EERM activities.

59%

The most popular
platforms are:

8%

Microsoft
Dynamics

45%
SAP Ariba

The most common solutions are:

6%

Oracle

6%

• Cyber threats (9 percent).

30%

8%

18%

IBM OpenPages

Thomson Reuters

17%

• Sustainability (11 percent), and

28%

13%

RSA Archer

• Contract management (18 percent),

6%

ServiceNow

11%

9%

Metric Stream
15
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Subcontractor and affiliate risks

Two key aspects of third-party risk management are not being
adequately addressed: i) subcontractors; and ii) affiliates.

17%

11%
18%

Subcontractor risk (also known as fourth/fifth party risk):

11 percent assess subcontractors only when
taking on a new third party (up from
8 percent last year).

Organisations do not know enough about the subcontractors engaged by their
third parties. This makes it difficult for organisations to determine how to manage
subcontractor risk and to apply this strategy with discipline and rigor.
Only 2 percent of organisations identify and monitor all subcontractors engaged by their
third parties and only 8 percent (down from 10 percent last year) do so for their most
critical relationships.
The remaining 90 percent do not recognise the need or have appropriate knowledge,
visibility, or resources to monitor subcontractors.

2%

90%

16

18 percent identify and assess
subcontractors ad hoc.

44%

44 percent rely on third parties to check their
contractors, but monitor the way third parties
do this.
17 percent do not identify, assess, or monitor
subcontractors at all.

8%
This challenge is particularly relevant in regulated industries such as financial services, where
systemic concentration risk is a concern for regulators. The challenge, however, is not isolated
to regulated industries given broader laws and regulations such as the UK Modern Slavery Act
and EU’s GDPR.
The subcontractor and affiliates risk is a challenge and not being adequately addressed when it
comes to modern day slavery in the continent. The latest Global Slavery Index shows that there
are 250,000 people in South Africa who are living in conditions of modern slavery – the 27th
highest rate in the world.
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Different countries use different terminology to describe “modern slavery”, including the term
slavery itself, but the term includes other concepts such as human trafficking, forced labour,
debt bondage, forced or servile marriage, and the sale and exploitation of children.

32%

46%

22%

According to the report, New survey data from South Africa has confirmed the existence of
forced labour in the commercial sex industry, construction, manufacturing and factory work,
as well as in drug trafficking in the country.

Affiliate risk
Less than a third (32 percent) of organisations evaluate and monitor affiliate6 risks with the same
rigor as they do other third parties. A higher proportion (46 percent) take an alternative, typically
more simplified, approach to affiliate risk management and the remaining 22 percent said they
do not have affiliates.
Regulators have become more focused on how companies are managing outsourcing and thirdparty risk in general, and the fines for violations have reached hundreds of millions of rands.
With those fines has come a third escalating factor: reputational impact. When millions of
consumers are personally affected by a third-party system failure or security breach, or when
a well-known company is heavily fined or repeatedly called out with regulatory MRAs (matters
requiring attention), the reputation of the involved organisations can suffer. The freeflowing
nature of information also plays a role here: decades ago, a disruption in a local country would
likely have stayed local; today it can quickly become a global issue.

Pre-screening, due diligence, and monitoring appears to be much lighter touch for affiliates
than other third parties. This is acceptable if proportionate to the risk involved, but the
approach must be clearly defined and consistent.
Another development is the emergence of global business services (GBS) structures. These
aim to integrate governance mechanisms and good practice across all third parties, as well as
internal shared services delivery teams. However, the scope of these structures, as well as the
entity in which they sit, varies across organisations. This creates multi-layered challenges for
third-party, risk management.

17
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Future predictions

Business case
drivers
Cost reduction as a driver for investment in
EERM is likely to be short term. We should
expect other drivers that ensure profitable
top-line growth to be more prominent in the
medium to longer term. This includes EERM
investments that can use the skills
and capabilities of third parties to:
•• Access new markets
•• Generate new revenue streams
•• Establish competitive advantage

Regulators
Regulators already have significant
expectations on how organisations manage
third-party risk. We expect regulators to
become more powerful and broaden their
area of responsibility to address emerging
risks as seen by recent laws and regulations,
such as the Modern Slavery Act and GDPR.
We also anticipate regulators will encourage
innovation in risk management and
18

compliance. For instance, in December
2018 the Federal Reserve, one of the bodies
regulating financial services in the US,
suggested innovative approaches ranging
from building sophisticated financial
intelligence units to embracing artificial
intelligence for transaction monitoring. We
expect the European Banking Authority and
UK Financial Conduct Authority to adopt
similar stances in the future.
When it comes to legislative requirements,
South African law does not specifically
regulate outsourcing transac tions (and
the associated third and fourth party risk
management processes) but there are specific
requirements for those entering these sorts of
arrangements and they differ depending on
the sector of the businesses involved.
In the financial services sector, banks in South
Africa who outsource operations to a third
party are required to notify and/or obtain
prior written approval from the South African
Reserve Bank (SARB) of any outsourcing
arrangements that constitute material business
activities and functions of a bank, according to
the Banks Act Guidance Note 5/2014.
Outsourcing of some activities is a growing
part of any modern business. This Prudential
Standard GOI 5 sets out minimum
requirements for the outsourcing of material

business activities. The requirements are
designed to ensure that outsourcing does
not impair the prudent management of an
insurer’s business.
Any public sector outsourcing or procurement
tender process requires careful consideration
of the various legislative constraints under
which it is conducted. All government
procurement in South Africa must be fair,
equitable, transparent, competitive and
cost-effective (according to the Constitution
of South Africa). Statutes regulating these
activities include: The Public Finance
Management Act; The Municipal Systems Act;
The Municipal Finance Management Act; The
Broad Based Black Economic Empowerment
Act; The Promotion of Administrative Justice
Act; and the Preferential Procurement Policy
Framework Act.

Operating models
Organisations have invested in changes to
EERM operating models to gain efficiencies
and a more consistent approach across
various risk domains proportionate to the
risks involved. We predict that this will
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begin to pay dividends by the end of 2020
or 2021 – in line with respondents’ realistic
assessment that it takes two to three years
for investment benefits to crystallise.

We also expect the evaluation criteria for
technology solutions to evolve beyond
“cheaper, faster, better” to include:
•• Support in emerging markets

Smaller and nimbler organisations,
however, may be more able and willing to
move toward shared utilities models and
adopt emerging technology, therefore
demonstrating the inverse trend – higher
levels of operating expenditure and only
incremental capital expenditure.

We also expect that favored models for
EERM delivery will continue to change as the
functionality of technology solutions develop
and confidence and comprehensiveness
of market utilities and managed delivery
solutions evolve.

•• Robotics and cognitive automation

Technology

Expenditure

Subcontractor risk

The desire to streamline technology
will continue.

We anticipate that 2019 and 2020 will
see more EERM capital expenditure on
transformation initiatives and related design
and implementation work to make the shift
to platforms that improve the maturity of
EERM in the long term.

Risk management of fourth and fifth
parties will gain increasing prominence
and investment as organisations better
understand the inherent risks and its
significance as a potential source of
reputation risk.

In response to this:
•• Major ERP vendors are increasing the
functionality of their tools
•• Third-party risk management tools
will evolve into broader third-party
management tools, where performance,
contracts, and commercial matters are
managed in conjunction with the risk.

•• A consideration of what the shared utilities
and managed services platforms of the
future can provide.

After this necessary upfront investment,
organisations doing this well should
be able to achieve their aspiration of limiting
ongoing capital expenditure
to, at most, the same levels as annual EERM
operating expenditure.

19
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Africa contacts
Southern Africa

Navin Sing
Managing Director:
Risk Advisory Africa
Mobile: +27 83 304 4225
Email: navising@deloitte.co.za

Central Africa
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Candice Holland
Risk Advisory Africa Leader:
Governance, Regulatory & Risk
Mobile: +27 82 330 5091
Email: canholland@deloitte.co.za

East Africa

Nombulelo Kambule
Associate Director:
Risk Advisory Southern Africa
Mobile: +27 82 549 8603
Email: nkambule@deloitte.co.za

West Africa

Tricha Simon
Risk Advisory Regional Leader:
Central Africa
Mobile: +263 772 234 932
Email: tsimon@deloitte.co.zm

Julie Akinyi Nyangaya
Risk Advisory Regional Leader:
East Africa
Mobile: +254 72 011 1888
Email: jnyangaya@deloitte.co.ke

Anthony Olukoju
Risk Advisory Regional Leader:
West Africa
Mobile: +234 805 209 0501
Email: aolukoju@deloitte.com.ng

Rodney Dean
Director:
Risk Advisory Central Africa
Mobile: +263 772 263 016
Email: rdean@deloitte.co.zm

Urvi Patel
Director:
Risk Advisory East Africa
Mobile: +254 71 158 4007
Email: ubpatel@deloitte.co.ke

Temitope Aladenusi
Director:
Risk Advisory West Africa
Mobile: +234 805 901 6630
Email: taladenusi@deloitte.com.ng
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Contacts
Global Extended Enterprise Risk Management contacts
Global Leader

Jan Corstens

+32 2 800 24 39

jcorstens@deloitte.com

Asia Pacific Leader

Jimmy Wu

+88 6225459988

jimwu@deloitte.com.tw

EMEA

Kristian Park

+44 20 7303 4110

krpark@deloitte.co.uk

Dan Kinsella

+1 312 486 2937

dankinsella@deloitte.com

Austria

Alexander Ruzicka

+43 153 7007 950

aruzicka@deloitte.at

Belgium

Jan Corstens

+32 2 800 24 39

jcorstens@deloitte.com

CIS

Sergey Kudryashov

+74 957 870 600

skudryashov@deloitte.ru

Denmark

Jesper Due Soerensen

+45 30 93 64 20

jessoerensen@deloitte.dk

Finland

Jouni Viljanen

+35 8207555312

jouni.viljanen@deloitte.fi

France

Gregory Abisror

+33 1 58 37 94 03

gabisror@deloitte.fr

France

Sonia Cabanis

+33 1 58 37 03 04

scabanis@deloitte.fr

Germany

Jan Minartz

+49 403 2080 4915

jminartz@deloitte.de

Greece

Alithia Diakatos

+30 2106 78 1176

adiakatos@deloitte.gr

Hungary

Zoltan Szollosi

+36 (1) 428 6701

zszollosi@deloitte.com

Ireland

Eileen Healy

+353 214 907 074

ehealy@deloitte.ie

Italy

Andrea Musazzi

+39 028 3322 610

amusazzi@deloitte.it

Luxembourg

Jan Corstens

+32 2 800 24 39

jcorstens@deloitte.com

Netherlands

Jina Calmaz

+31 8828 81871

jcalmaz@deloitte.nl

Poland

Mariusz Ustyjanczuk

+48 22 511 0939

mustyjanczuk@deloittece.com

Portugal

Joao Frade

+351 2104 27 558

jfrade@deloitte.pt

Slovenia

Polona Klep Cufer

+386 1 307 29 87

pcuferklep@deloittece.com

Southern Africa

Nombulelo Kambule

+2 711 806 5548

nkambule@deloitte.co.za

Spain

Oscar Martín

+34 914432660

omartinmoraleda@deloitte.es

Sweden

Charlotta Wikström

+ 46 73 397 11 19

cwikstroem@deloitte.se

Switzerland

Ronan Langford

+41 58 279 9135

rlangford@deloitte.ch

Turkey

Cuneyt Kirlar

+90 212 366 60 48

ckirlar@deloitte.com

United Arab Emirates

Tariq Ajmal

+971 2 408 2424

tajmal@deloitte.com

United Kingdom

Kristian Park

+44 20 7303 4110

krpark@deloitte.co.uk

Americas
Country contacts
EMEA
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Asia Pacific
Australia

Elissa Hilliard

+61 2 9322 3014

ehilliard@deloitte.com.au

Australia

Tom Sykes

+61 3 9671 5686

tsykes@deloitte.com.au

China

Yvonne Wu

+86 21 614 115 70

yvwu@deloitte.com.cn

Hong Kong

Hugh Gozzard

+852 2852 5662

huggozzard@deloitte.com.hk

India

Vishal Chaturvedi

+91 22 6245 1010

vchaturvedi@deloitte.com

India

Munjal Kamdar

+91 22 6122 8470

mkamdar@deloitte.com

Japan

Niki Kazuhiko

+81 90 6020 8466

kazuhiko.niki@tohmatsu.co.jp

Japan

Bruce Kikunaga

+81 90834 77656

bruce.kikunaga@tohmatsu.co.jp

Korea

Min Youn Cho

+82 2 6676 1990

minycho@deloitte.com

New Zealand

Aloysius Teh

+64 4495 3934

ateh@deloitte.co.nz

Philippines

Luisito Amper

+63 2 581 9028

lamper@deloitte.com

Taiwan

Jimmy Wu

+34 9129 26985

jimwu@deloitte.com.tw

Singapore

Suci Ramadhany

+65 6800 2555

sramadhany@deloitte.com

Thailand

Weerapong Krisadawat

+66 2034 0145

wkrisadawat@deloitte.com

Philip Chong

+65 6216 3113

pchong@deloitte.com

Argentina

Esteban Enderle

+54 11 43 2027

eenderle@deloitte.com

Brazil

Camila Araujo

+55 11 5186 6221

camilaaraujo@deloitte.com

Canada

Laura Joudrie

+1 416 775 7020

ljoudrie@deloitte.ca

Chile

Christian Duran

+56 22 72 98 286

chrduran@deloitte.com

LATCO

Esteban Enderle

+54 11 43 2027

eenderle@deloitte.com

Mexico

Ricardo Bravo

+52 55 508 06 159

ribravo@deloittemx.com

Dan Kinsella

+1 312 486 2937

dankinsella@deloitte.com

Vietnam
Americas

United States
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Endnotes
1. We use the phrase “extended enterprise risk management” interchangeably with “third-party
risk management” in this report given the increasing use of the term “extended enterprise” to
represent the ecosystem of third parties used by an organisation.
2. We have considered fully and partially completed survey responses – to the extent survey
questions have been answered by these respondents – when analysing data and preparing
our report.
3. It is difficult to compare 2019 results with previous years’ surveys in some cases. This is because
of the increased proportion of respondents from regions where levels of understanding and
maturity in third-party risk is less developed than more mature territories.
4. Industries covered by the survey include consumer & industrial products (C&IP), energy &
resources (E&R), government & public services (G&PS), life sciences & health care (LSHC), and
telecoms, media & technology (TMT). Industries are referred to by acronyms in all graphics.
5. Figures set out in section 2 on investment relate to centralised spending on EERM as estimated
by respondents. Some respondents have said that their organisations may be spending
significantly higher amounts on EERM, given the decentralised nature of spend and activity.
6. An affiliate organisation, unlike a subsidiary, is one where the focal organisation does not hold
a majority stake. Control is exercised through indirect means such as a common parent
organisation. In some countries covered by our survey, the term “affiliates” has a broader
connotation. It may include, for example, thirdparties covered by marketing agreements (for
example in online retail), certain independent contractors, and so on.
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Endnotes
Survey respondent profiles
This year we received 1,055 responses from participants in 19 countries around the world, covering all the major industry segments. Respondents are typically responsible for governance and risk
management of the extended enterprise in their organisations.
Primary industry of respondents

Respondent job titles or their nearest equivalent

4%

12%

Size and turnover of respondents

9%
22%

13%

2%
5%

34%

87% of the
respondents are
from large global
organisations

11%
24%
13%

37%

10%

34%

29%

41%

C&IP
E&R
FS
LSHC
G&PS
TMT
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Board Member
C-suite
Senior management
Head of speciﬁc functional area
Middle management
Others

Small or medium-sized organisation (less than 250 employees)
Large organisation (250 or more employees) with turnover less than US$ 1 billion
Large organisation (250 or more employees) with turnover between US$1-5 billion
Large organiation (250 or more employees) with turnover more than US$5 billion
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